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Shaken, Not Stirred.
How Developers Like Their Amplified Tests

Carolin Brandt , Ali Khatami , Mairieli Wessel , and Andy Zaidman

Abstract—Test amplification makes systematic changes to existing, manually written tests to provide tests complementary to an
automated test suite. We consider developer-centric test amplification, where the developer explores, judges and edits the amplified
tests before adding them to their maintained test suite. However, it is as yet unclear which kind of selection and editing steps
developers take before including an amplified test into the test suite. In this paper we conduct an open source contribution study,
amplifying tests of open source Java projects from GitHub. We report which deficiencies we observe in the amplified tests while
manually filtering and editing them to open 39 pull requests with amplified tests. We present a detailed analysis of the maintainer’s
feedback regarding proposed changes, requested information, and expressed judgment. Our observations provide a basis for
practitioners to take an informed decision on whether to adopt developer-centric test amplification. As several of the edits we observe
are based on the developer’s understanding of the amplified test, we conjecture that developer-centric test amplification should invest
in supporting the developer to understand the amplified tests.

Index Terms—Software Testing, Automatic Test Generation, Developer-Centric Test Amplification

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATED testing has become central to ensure a
high quality during software development [1], [2], [3].

Nevertheless, writing tests is seen as a tedious and time-
consuming task [4], [5], [6]. This is where automatic test
generation comes in by supporting developers and relieving
them of the burden of writing tests [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].

State-of-the-art test generation tools are powerful in pro-
tecting against regressions [12], finding crashes [13], and
reproducing crashes [14], [15]. However, they are rather
difficult to adopt in day-to-day software engineering, in
part due to the difficulty to understand the generated test
scenarios [16], [17]. For developers it is crucial to understand
a test when it fails and they have to localize the underlying
fault [18], [19].

This is where test amplification shows promise: instead
of generating completely new tests, e.g., with genetic al-
gorithms (e.g., EvoSuite [9]), test amplification makes sys-
tematic changes to existing, manually written tests with
the intent to provide tests that are complementary to the
existing test suite [20]. In contrast to generated tests that are
stored separately from manually written tests, e.g., when
tests are regenerated after software evolution [21], [22],
our focus is on developer-centric amplified tests. Developer-
centric test amplification is a concept we coined in our
previous work [23]. It proposes that developers adopt the
amplified tests into their main test suite, potentially after
manually adjusting the amplified tests. Developer-centric
test amplification means (1) developers benefit from only
having to validate amplified tests, instead of writing these
tests manually, and (2) understanding the tests should be
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easier because they originate from manually written tests.
To illustrate this more vividly we introduce an example use
case of developer-centric test amplification:

Adriana is a software developer in a project that is
struggling with automated testing, as pressure for new
features makes it hard to find time to write tests. She
has some time left this sprint and decides to invest it
into testing. To be quicker, she uses a developer-centric
test amplification tool which generates compiling and
passing tests that cover code that is not covered by the
test suite. Adriana browses through the proposed tests,
inspecting their behavior and new coverage contribu-
tion to judge which ones to include in the test suite.
Whenever she decides to keep a test, she takes a look
at its code and does some adjustment to make them
easier to understand for her colleagues and fit better
to their project’s style and quality. After adding several
new tests into the test suite of her project, she commits
them all and prepares a merge request that describes the
improvements to the test suite.

While several studies have investigated the shortcom-
ings of generated and amplified tests from the developer’s
perspective [16], [23], [24], little is known about which kind
of adjustments developers would make to an amplified test
before including it in the test suite. Therefore, the goal of this
paper is to better understand the effort that developers need
to go through when (1) deciding whether to add an ampli-
fied test to the test suite, and (2) adjusting the amplified test
before it can be added. To this end, we conduct a qualitative
open-source contribution study [25], [26]: We amplify tests
for 52 open-source projects and open 39 pull requests to
contribute the amplified tests back to the projects. For the
test amplification, we employ DSpot, which is the original,
arche implementation of test amplification for Java created
by Danglot et al. [20], [25]. Our qualitative investigation in
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this paper is steered by the following research questions:

RQ1: What deficiencies do we observe in DSpot ampli-
fied tests when preparing them for a pull request?

RQ1.1: On which criteria do we select a candidate test
to include in the test suite?

RQ1.2: Which manual edits do we perform to improve
the tests before submission?

RQ2: What feedback do we receive from the maintainers
on the DSpot amplified tests?

RQ2.1: Which changes are proposed during the pull
request discussion?

RQ2.2: What kind of information is requested by the
maintainers during the pull request discussion?

RQ2.3: How do the maintainers justify their judgment
over the amplified tests during the pull request
discussion?

Based on an existing dataset of buildable Java repos-
itories [27], we try to amplify tests for 312 open source
projects. We employ the developer-centric test amplification
of DSpot [23], [28], together with a new automatic post-
processing module that filters and simplifies the amplified
tests. For each of the 52 projects where the test amplification
succeeds, we manually select a candidate test to submit in
a pull request. The criteria that emerge during this selection
process answer RQ1.1. We manually edit the candidate tests
to improve their quality before opening a pull request. Based
on our experiences in this phase, we build a checklist of edits
to expect, the answer to RQ1.2. To validate whether these
edits would also be proposed by open source maintainers,
we omit the manual editing for half of the projects.

We open pull requests for 39 projects with one ampli-
fied test each. To clarify our contribution to the project
maintainers, we provide an automatically generated textual
description of the amplified test. During the discussion,
we incorporate any proposed changes and answer arising
questions. 19 pull requests were accepted and 13 closed.
We analyze the discussions on the completed pull requests
to elicit the changes that the maintainers propose (RQ2.1),
the information they request to understand the amplified
tests (RQ2.2), and how they justified their judgment over
the amplified tests (RQ2.3). As we manually selected which
amplified tests to submit and manually edited half of them
to improve their quality before submitting, the results for
the second set of research questions more closely represent
what amplified test are capable of with human intervention,
or with automation advancing might be capable of in the
future.

2 DEVELOPER-CENTRIC TEST AMPLIFICATION

The technique of test amplification generates new tests by
modifying test that were written by developers [20]. Our
work is based on the developer-centric test amplification of
DSpot [23], [25], which we introduce in this section.

To explore new behavior, DSpot mutates the setup and
action phase of an existing test, called the original test, by
changing the values of literals and removing or adding
method calls to the objects under test. The old assertions

// Together with all generated tests, reaches a mutation score of 0.8518
@Test public void test09() {
InputStream.nullInputStream();
PipedReader pipedReader0 = new PipedReader();
Reader reader0 = Reader.nullReader();
ByteArrayOutputStream byteArrayOutputStream0 = new ByteArrayOutputStream(17);
ObjectOutputStream objectOutputStream0 =

new ObjectOutputStream(byteArrayOutputStream0);
BufferedOutputStream bufferedOutputStream0 =

new BufferedOutputStream(objectOutputStream0);
MockPrintStream mockPrintStream0 =

new MockPrintStream(bufferedOutputStream0, true);
CopyUtils.copy(reader0, (OutputStream) mockPrintStream0);
Reader reader1 = Reader.nullReader();
assertNotSame(reader1, reader0); }

Fig. 1: Test generated by EvoSuite for apache/commons-io.

are removed and replaced by new assertions. For the oracle,
DSpot uses the current behavior of the system: it executes
the test and observes returned values, which it uses as
the expected value of the new assertion. This leads to all
generated tests passing. The developer-centric variant of
DSpot aims at generating concise and simple tests, so it adds
one setup mutation and one assertion per test it generates.
Lastly, only tests that execute instructions not yet covered
by the test suite are kept and shown to the developers1.

As the next step in developer-centric test amplification,
a developer browses and inspects the new, amplified tests.
They judge whether a test is valuable to include into their
test suite, e.g., because of the additional coverage it pro-
vides. The developer can also edit the tests where they see
fit, like adding meaningful names or explanatory comments.
The goal is that they include the selected and edited tests
into their test suite and keep maintaining them in the future.

Developer-centric test amplification is one instance of a
variety of approaches to automatically generate xUnit tests.
In comparison to, e.g., the widely studied search-based test
generation of EvoSuite [9], it differs in these central points:
1) EvoSuite generally works without input of manually

written tests, while DSpot mutates existing, manually
written tests [25]. This introduces the assumption of
more readable tests from the outset.

2) EvoSuite generally aims to generate a whole test suite
at once [29], while DSpot’s approach is closer to test
augmentation: Complementing an already existing test
suite with matching additional tests [30], [31].

3) The developer-centric variant of DSpot sees the devel-
oper judging and editing a test as a central component
before adding the test to a maintained test suite. That is
why it should always be combined with additional infor-
mation and approaches to facilitate the communication
between the test generation and the developer [23].
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 illustrate the difference of tests gener-

ated by EvoSuite and developer-centric DSpot, respectively.
Recently, Roslan et al. [32] extended EvoSuite to support

test amplification in combination with EvoSuite’s powerful
search-based test optimization. While they reported anecdo-
tal evidence of less readability than DSpot-generated tests,
all previous developer-involving studies with EvoSuite do
not consider the test amplification approach. In Section 7 we
connect and contrast our findings with those of the previous
user studies of EvoSuite.

1. DSpot can select tests based on mutation score, the developer-
centric variant selects on added instruction coverage for its easier
explainability and better performance.
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// Covers new instructions in ByteArrayOutputStream.reset and
↪→ AbstractByteArrayOutputStream.resetImpl

@Test public void testToByteArrayImplAndResetImpl() {
InputStream in = new ByteArrayInputStream(inData);
in = new ThrowOnCloseInputStream(in);
final ByteArrayOutputStream baout = new ByteArrayOutputStream();
final OutputStream out =

new ThrowOnFlushAndCloseOutputStream(baout, false, true);
final Writer writer = new OutputStreamWriter(out, StandardCharsets.US_ASCII);
CopyUtils.copy(in, writer);
writer.flush();
baout.reset();
Assertions.assertEquals("", baout.toString()); }

Fig. 2: Test generated by developer-centric DSpot.

Another approach that can be related to test amplifi-
cation and search-based test generation is fuzzing, where
random, but valid inputs are generated and iteratively
mutated to test the robustness of a software system [33].
While the techniques overlap in their use of mutation and
aim to improve the quality of the software under test, there
are significant differences that make it difficult to apply the
findings of developer-centered fuzzing studies [34], [35] to
our work. Fuzzing focusses on highly structured test inputs
and requires the use of fuzzing harnesses to call the system
under test [36]. In comparison, test amplification and search-
based test generation produce ready to use test structures
leveraging xUnit frameworks [37], which developer-written
tests also use. Furthermore, fuzzing primarily targets ro-
bustness, aiming to uncover crashes or unintended execep-
tions in the software under test [33]. Because of this, fuzzing
is often used to address security and reliability concerns,
where any fuzzer output that leads to an undesirable crash
is relevant to be addressed [38]. In comparison, developer
tests like the ones produced by test amplification typically
have a functional oracle or assertion that checks that the
code under test behaves as expected. Therefore, the tests
generated by amplification and search-based approaches
improve the quality of the functional test suite, which in
turn improves the confidence in the correct behavior of the
code under test. Beyond that, the developer test suite can
also serve as documentation [3], [39], [40] and a starting
point for developers to localize the root cause of a test
failure [18], [19], two use cases where the understandability
of the tests is crucial.

3 AUTOMATIC POST-PROCESSING FOR
DEVELOPER-CENTRIC TEST AMPLIFICATION

We previously conducted an exploratory study to evaluate
a test amplification plugin for the IntelliJ IDE [23]. The
developers we interviewed mentioned several aspects they
would change before accepting the amplified tests into their
test suite. For example, removing unnecessary statements or
changing cryptic identifiers to meaningful ones. The partic-
ipants also pointed to methods that they found not relevant
to test, e.g., simple getters. To automate these already known
points, we design an automatic post-processing tool for
developer-centric amplified tests: the prettifier. The prettifier
is based on an existing module in DSpot and is run after the
amplification described in Section 2. The aim of the prettifier
is to make the resulting tests: (1) more concise, (2) easier to
read, and (3) more relevant to developers.

The participants of the previous study spent a lot of their
time understanding the behavior of an amplified test [23]. This

understanding was the basis for their judgment on whether
to accept a test into their test suite. Previous studies have
shown that a natural language description helps developers
to understand generated tests [18], [41]. To reduce the effort
required by developers to understand an amplified test, we
generate natural language descriptions of the behavior and
impact of the test compared to the rest of the test suite.

In this section we will present our design for the pretti-
fier and the description generation for amplified tests.

3.1 Prettifier module
To automate several of the post-processing steps indicated
by our previous study [23], we extend Danglot et al.’s
prettifier module for DSpot [28]. Our approach takes three
steps: (1) minimizing the tests to make them faster to read,
(2) renaming variables and the test methods to make them
less cryptic and more expressive, and (3) filtering and priori-
tizing the tests according to their relevance to the developer.

3.1.1 Minimizer
To remove statements that were part of the original test, but
are not relevant for the amplified test, we adopt Oosterbroek
et al.’s approach [42]. They minimize amplified tests, while
retaining the provided additional coverage. The approach
works in increasingly conservative steps: a) remove all state-
ments except the assertion and the ones needed for the code
to compile, b) remove all statements that do not directly
interact with the assertion, i.e., by setting variables used in
there, or c) remove all statements that do not (in)directly
interact with the assertion, i.e., by calling a method on the
object involved in the assertion. When a step decreases the
coverage or causes the test to fail, the next step is tried.

We also activate two existing minimizers of DSpot. One
in-lines single use variables created by the DSpot amplifi-
cation, the other removes redundant casts included by the
amplification for safety.

3.1.2 Test and Variable Renamer
To make the tests easier to read and understand, we imple-
ment a simple variable renamer that hides DSpot’s interme-
diate variable names (__DSPOT_path_696) with less cryp-
tic, simple names (String2, pattern: <Type><N>). Further,
we generate meaningful names for the amplified tests based
on the additional coverage they provide using the NATIC
approach [43]. NATIC identifies in which unique methods
a test covers additional instructions, compared to the other
amplified tests and the existing test suite. Similar to Daka et
al.’s approach [17], we rank the methods according to how
much additional coverage they contain, concatenate up to
two of the method names and generate a unique test name
such as “testGetFileAndHasLength”.

3.1.3 Filter and Prioritize
One issue with automatic test generation can be the large
number of tests produced. Specifically with developer-
centric test amplification, some generated tests target meth-
ods that developers find irrelevant to test, such as simple
getters, or hashCode. To reduce the number of tests not
relevant to developers, we included a developer-centric
filter in the prettifier. It removes tests that only contribute
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coverage in simple getters or setters, i.e., one line methods
starting with “get” or “set”. The filter also removes tests that
only add coverage in Java’s hashCode method. Because ex-
ception handling code is commonly under-tested [44], [45],
we explicitly keep any test that checks for an exception. The
prettifier puts the test with the most additionally covered
instructions first, so that the developers inspect the most
impactful amplified test first.

3.2 Descriptions for Amplified Tests
In our previous study [23], we saw that a major step for the
developers was understanding the behavior and intent of an
amplified test. The developers studied the code of the test,
compared it to the original test and inspected the newly
covered code under test. To support the understanding of
amplified tests, we design an approach for an automatically
generated, natural language description for amplified tests.
The description surfaces the behavior and impact of the
test compared to the existing test suite. It is meant to be
informative for the developer without having to read the
code, e.g., as a description in a pull request that proposes an
amplified test.

Assertion Change

Coverage Original Test

Test that                                  when                                .

This tests the methods                                 . The test is based on                                .

Fig. 3: The basis template for our description of amplified
tests.

Similar to previous test description generators [18], [41],
we use a template-based approach. It consists of four com-
ponents, as presented in Fig. 3: (1) Describing the asser-
tion, (2) describing the change to the setup of the test, (3)
describing the additional coverage that is contributed, and
(4) pointing to the original test. We fill these components
based on information collected during the amplification
process. Fig. 4 shows an example test and its correspond-
ing description. In this case, the assertion is an expected
exception, the change made by the amplification was to set
the value of a literal method call parameter to an empty
string. The description indicates that additional coverage is
situated in the method BuilderFactory.build, and that
the original test was buildDouble. The full templates and
our implementation are open-source and shared as part of
our replication package [46].

Test that a java.lang.NumberFormatException is thrown
when the parameter data is set to "" .
This tests the method BuilderFactory.build .
This test is based on the test buildDouble .
/* Coverage improved at
redis.clients.jedis.BuilderFactory.build L. 8 +2 instr. */
@Test public void testBuild() throws Exception {
try {
Double build = DOUBLE.build("".getBytes());
fail("testBuild should throw NumberFormatException"); }

catch (NumberFormatException expected) {
assertEquals("empty String", expected.getMessage()); }}

Fig. 4: An example amplified test and its generated de-
scription. The original test and the name of the changed
parameter are not visible.

4 OPEN SOURCE CONTRIBUTION STUDY

The goal of this paper is to gain a clearer understanding of
the changes that developers would make to amplified tests
before including them into their test suite. To this end, we
conduct a qualitative open source contribution study [25],
[26], utilizing DSpot’s developer-centric test amplification,
our improved prettifier, and the automatically generated
descriptions for amplified tests. The central step of the
contribution study is to open pull requests with amplified
tests to open source projects. However, it was crucial to
us to not antagonize the project maintainers against us or
the research community [47], [26]. Thus, we first carefully
selected amplified tests that we believe are a valuable con-
tribution to the project, and only opened a pull request if
we found any. We document the criteria that arose during
this selection process, including how often we applied each
of them (RQ1.1). We also received feedback on the value of
the submitted tests during the pull request reviews, which
we analyze to answer RQ2.3.

As the maintainers of a software project are responsi-
ble to update the tests when the software evolves, their
feedback is invaluable to understand which changes are
necessary before including an amplified test in a maintained
test suite. This is why analyzing the changes proposed
during the pull requests is a central part of our study
(RQ2.1). To keep the burden on the open source developers
as minimal as possible, we manually edited and improved
the amplified tests for half of the projects before submitting
the pull requests. The other half we submitted without
editing, to validate whether the edits we choose would
also be proposed by a maintainer. To lead our editing, we
created and continuously updated a checklist of potential
edits, which we use to answer RQ1.2.

Another ambition of our study is to evaluate whether
the automatically generated textual descriptions are helpful
for understanding the behavior and value of amplified tests.
Therefore, for a third of the projects we submitted the pull
request with the generated description. For another third,
we submitted the description and a question on whether
the explanation was helpful, and for a third of the projects
we submitted the pull request without any explanation of
the amplified test. When analyzing the pull request discus-
sions, we study what kind of information the maintainers
requested, and the connection to whether an explanation
was provided initially (RQ2.2).

Our qualitative study consists of five steps: First, (1) we
select candidate projects for our study. Next, (2) we use the
developer-centric test amplification of DSpot and our pretti-
fier to generate the amplified tests and their descriptions.
Then, (3) we manually select and improve the amplified
tests, documenting our emerging criteria. After this, (4) we
open pull requests with the amplified tests. Finally, (5) we
analyze the feedback from the project maintainers during
the pull request discussions. In the following, we will detail
the separate steps of our study.

4.1 Repository Selection
Our first step is to find GitHub projects that are suitable
for applying DSpot’s test amplification. As our approach
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requires building Java projects, and selecting coverage-
improving tests with the JaCoCo2 tool, we use Khatami
and Zaidman’s dataset [27], [48]. They tried to automatically
build and calculate the code coverage of 1454 popular Java
GitHub projects. We consider the 312 projects for which Ja-
CoCo could successfully measure code coverage, and select
one module per project3.

4.2 Running the Test Amplification
We run DSpot on all selected project modules with a budget
of 30 minutes on a desktop PC. For the exact configuration
of DSpot and the hardware specification, we refer to our
replication package [46]. We collect all test classes generated
by DSpot. We also kept partial results, so if the amplification
of all test classes would take longer than 30 minutes we
consider all test classes that were completed within 30
minutes. Next, we apply the prettifier to simplify and filter
the amplified tests and generate matching descriptions.

4.3 Manual Selection and Editing
We analyzed all amplified tests and created two checklists:

• How we select the best test to submit to the project.
• Which aspects we manually edit to improve the tests

before proposing them to a project.
The first two authors reviewed all, the other authors a
subset of the tests. Then we met up to come to a negotiated
agreement [49] on the points for both checklists. During the
selection and editing process of the study, performed by
the first author, new points emerged. We validated them
through discussions with other authors to mitigate bias and
increase the reliability of the checklists [49].

For each project we selected one test to contribute in
a pull request: a test we found the most valuable for the
project, or a test where we were curious about the main-
tainer’s reaction. For one half of the projects we manually
edited the tests with the help of our checklist and own
software engineering experience. To validate if such edits
are necessary, and understand which edits are important to
developers, we left the tests for the other half of the projects
unedited. One goal of this study is to contribute to the open
source community while learning from their feedback. It
was crucial to us to only ask for the community’s reviewing
effort if we think a test is valuable for the project. If we did
not find a test that seemed valuable, we excluded the project
from the rest of the study.

4.4 Contributing Back the Tests
We opened pull requests for the resulting tests. The pull
request description mentions that we want to add a test and
the generated description. As Fig. 5 shows, we modified
each mention of a method in the “Coverage” and “Original
Test” parts to be a clickable link to the corresponding code
on GitHub. The description contains a note that this pull
request was part of a research study. However, we did not
reveal that the tests were partially automatically generated.

2. https://www.jacoco.org/jacoco/index.html, visited August 2022.
3. Alphabetically the first. In trials we saw that the amplification not

succeeding in one module of a project often means the same for other
modules.

Fig. 5: An example pull request description from P14-PDM.

This is because we wanted to avoid negative backlash based
on biases against automatic test generation. Before opening
the pull request, we studied the contribution guidelines of
the project and followed them, e.g., validating that a linter
passes, or applying an auto-formatter. After opening the
pull requests, we answered all questions by the maintainers
and incorporated any changes they requested.

4.5 Data Analysis
We performed open and axial coding procedures [50] on
the pull request discussions completed as of 19-02-2023.
The first author analyzed the discussions by inductively
applying open coding, wherein they identified discussion
points on code changes, requests for information, judg-
ment statements over the tests, and other possibly relevant
characteristics of the pull request. They then performed an
initial analysis to group the open codes, employing constant
comparison [51] to the pull request discussions to validate
our interpretation. To increase the reliability of the results
and mitigate bias, the first and second authors refined the
code set by merging codes together, updating code names,
and identifying a different granularity level for a code. The
authors discussed the emergent codes together with the
original data and modified the codes until they reached a
negotiated agreement [49]. The outcome was a set of higher-
level categories as cataloged in our codebook [46]. The
resulting higher-level categories are structuring the answers
to our research questions in the following section, marked
in bold. The lower-level codes captured the details that we
use to illustrate the presented categories by giving concrete
examples from the pull request discussions.

5 RESULTS

In this section we discuss the results of our study: the
test amplification, the manual preparation for the pull
request, and our analysis of the discussions with the
maintainers. To clarify in which projects each observa-
tion occurred, we use shorthand references in the style
P[n]-(E|P)(D|N)(M|C|O|D). The number uniquely
identifies each project in our study, while the last three
characters give a concise overview on the central dependent
variables for the pull requests: (1) was the test Edited or
Plain from the amplification tool, (2) did we provide the
generated Description or Not, (3) the outcome of the pull
request: Merged, Closed, nO reaction yet, under Discussion.
Projects where we did not select any test to contribute are
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indicated as P[n]-N--. Table 1 gives an overview of all
open source projects in our study, including the number
of our pull request. We also report the project’s size, total
number of commits, number of contributors, number of pull
requests, and the year the repository was created, showing
that our study includes a diverse set of projects.

5.1 Running the Test Amplification
The base dataset [27] identified 312 repositories with in total
1821 Java modules that JaCoCo can automatically calculate
coverage for. After selecting one module per repository, we
in total tried to generate amplified tests for 312 modules.
From the DSpot amplification, we obtained 238 classes with
generated tests for 62 projects. For the other projects, DSpot
crashed during the execution or could not produce any tests
that improve the instruction coverage within the budget of
30 minutes. To these tests we apply the prettifier, resulting
in 190 classes with 1297 generated tests for 52 projects.
For the gap of 10 projects, all amplified tests were filtered
out according to the criteria we explained in Section 3.1.3.
Many projects only have a few tests generated (less than
5 generated test in 25 out of 52 projects), with a few large
outliers (P51-PDC: 618 tests, P50-PDM: 123, P10-EDM: 96).

5.2 RQ1.1: On which criteria do we select a candidate
test to include in the test suite?
For each project that we generated amplified tests for, we
explored the new tests to choose a candidate test for the
pull request. Initial exploration showed that there was a
considerable number of unsuitable tests that could not be
submitted for a variety of reasons. To transparently show
the effort required to select the amplified tests in our study,
we document our process of identifying the candidate test
extensively. Through this process arose two checklists: one
with negative selection criteria and one with positive selection
criteria. With the negative criteria we identify tests that are
not worth continuing with, e.g., because they would take so
much effort to improve, that writing a new test from scratch
felt easier. As we only submit one test per project, we used
the positive criteria to pick which test of multiple possible
candidates to choose for this study.

5.2.1 Negative Selection Criteria

We excluded amplified tests for the following reasons:
Coverage False Positive (P22-N–, P29-N–, P32-N–, P13-N–,
P34-ENO, P43-N–): Appearing in six projects, the most-
prevalent criterion to reject a test was a coverage false positive,
i.e., tests where inspection revealed no additional coverage
over existing tests. For example, the method calls leading
to the additional coverage were in code taken over from
the original test, that was not influenced by the amplified
change (P22-N–, P29-N–, P32-N–). In three other cases, we
browsed through the existing tests for the same object and
found tests that are already calling the instructions the
amplified test claims to newly cover (P13-N–, P34-ENO,
P43-N–). We found that in three false positive cases mocking
was used (P13-N–, P29-N–, P32-N–), pointing to missing
support for mocks in DSpot’s coverage calculation.
Simple Getters and Setters with Non-Standard Names

(P11-N–): Tests only contribute coverage in simple getters
and setters with non-standard names (not starting with ‘get’
or ‘set’), which should have been filtered by the prettifier.
Could Not Find Class (P37-N–, P40-N–): We could not find
the test class and the class under test (P37-N–), or the class
with additional coverage (P40-N–).
Test Did Not Pass (P2-EDC): A test did not pass because the
expected exception was not thrown. This and the last issue
could be caused by the time difference between the commit
at which we amplified the tests and the commit on which
our pull request was based.
Assertion Unrelated to New Coverage (P20-N–, P22-N–,
P29-N–, P32-N–): In four projects, we found tests where
the generated assertion does not check the behavior of the
newly covered code. For example, the assertion is generated
at a location before the call to the newly covered code (P20-
N–), or the checked value is not influenced by the newly
covered code (P23-N–, P42-PDM, P48-EDM). In both cases,
while the test covers the code, we cannot claim that it tests
the code.
No Explicitly Thrown Exception (P17-EDC, P19-N–, P23-
N–, P24-PNC): In four projects, we found tests for
RuntimeExceptions implicitly caused, e.g., in an unpro-
tected call on a parameter that was set to null during
amplification. As these exceptions did not seem to be part of
the developer-intended behavior, we excluded these tests.
Change Unrelated to Assertion or New Coverage (P6-N–):
We excluded tests where the amplified change did not in-
fluence the asserted value nor the additional coverage. The
amplification process should check whether the amplified
change is necessary for the additional coverage an amplified
test is providing.
Readability and Understandability (P6-N–, P23-N–, P25-
ENM, P38-ENC): A further negative selection criterion we
used in four projects was that tests were not good to under-
stand or not readable, because parts of them were cryptic,
long, or verbose. For example, in P23-N– the original tests
already contained complex configuration of mock behavior.
Unclear Connection between Test and Additional Cov-
erage (P13-N–, P16-N–, P20-N–): In three projects, we en-
countered tests where it was unclear how the amplified
change or the generated assertion leads to the new coverage
reported by the amplification. In contrast to the coverage
false positives, we did not find a test executing the same
instructions, but we could not trace how the method calls in
the new test would lead to execute the covered instructions.

5.2.2 Positive Selection Criteria
The positive selection criteria are divided into two groups:
selecting the most valuable test, or one that we were curious
about for our study. In seven projects, we did not need to
apply any positive criteria, as there was only one test gen-
erated (P3-PDC, P9-EDM, P18-ENC, P21-EDM, P44-EDO,
P47-ENC, P49-PDC). In 13 projects, the negative selection
criteria already excluded all generated tests, we excluded
these projects from the rest of our study (P6-N–, P11-N–,
P13-N–, P16-N–, P19-N–, P20-N–, P22-N–,
P23-N–, P29-N–, P32-N–, P37-N–, P40-N–, P43-N–).

We used the following criteria for the positive selection:
Most Additional Coverage (P3-PDC, P9-EDM, P18-ENC,
P21-EDM, P44-EDO, P47-ENC, P49-PDC): In six projects, the
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TABLE 1: The open source projects used in our study, including metrics to show their size, activity and age. Metrics were
collected through the SEART GitHub search [52] on 2023-09-14. Each pull request can be accessed by the hyperlink in the
third column, or via https://github.com/<project>/pull/<pr number>.
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P1-EDC apache/commons-io #358 55k 4.323 97 478 2009
P2-EDC apache/curator #418 57k 2.817 114 478 2014
P3-PDC apache/guacamole-client #731 118k 6.616 80 909 2016
P4-EDM apache/httpcomponents-core #349 82k 3.742 65 424 2009
P5-ENM apache/unomi #436 78k 2.608 44 645 2015
P6-N– apache/zookeeper – 182k 2.511 191 2.056 2009
P7-EDM authme/authmereloaded #2562 69k 4.131 111 740 2013
P8-PDM axonframework/

axonframework
#2244 158k 10.281 154 1.679 2011

P9-EDM cloudbees-oss/
zendesk-java-client

#480 15k 953 62 425 2013

P10-EDM decorators-squad/eo-yaml #504 15k 944 20 240 2016
P11-N– dependencytrack/

dependency-track
– 314k 3.946 94 963 2013

P12-PNC digitalpebble/storm-crawler #974 51k 1.815 39 344 2013
P13-N– dius/java-faker – 62k 834 83 515 2011
P14-PDM eclipse/lemminx #1228 511k 1.305 38 824 2018
P15-PNM ff4j/ff4j #571 71k 1.413 80 367 2013
P16-N– firebase/firebase-admin-java – 85k 447 42 610 2017
P17-EDC gitlab4j/gitlab4j-api #852 50k 2.169 145 362 2014
P18-ENC glyptodon/guacamole-client #470 118k 6.608 79 471 2013
P19-N– hangarmc/hangar – 66k 2.874 41 860 2020
P20-N– hibernate/hibernate-tools – 51k 3.177 16 4.415 2011
P21-EDM hyperledger/

fabric-chaincode-java
#244 17k 490 35 282 2017

P22-N– jenkinsci/email-ext-plugin – 21k 1.748 95 484 2010
P23-N– jenkinsci/jira-plugin – 15k 1.481 79 546 2010
P24-PNC jqno/equalsverifier #654 36k 2.884 31 542 2015
P25-ENM jsqlparser/jsqlparser #1568 52k 2.030 112 420 2011
P26-ENO jtablesaw/tablesaw #1124 1.182k 2.514 80 467 2016
P27-ENM lukas-krecan/jsonunit #530 14k 1.549 39 461 2012
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P28-PNO maven-nar/
nar-maven-plugin

#389 42k 1.277 71 213 2009

P29-N– mcmmo-dev/mcmmo – 56k 6.627 165 631 2012
P30-EDM miso-lims/miso-lims #2680 342k 4.801 20 2.596 2012
P31-PDC moquette-io/moquette #680 20k 1.394 41 316 2014
P32-N– mybatis/guice – 16k 1.809 25 520 2013
P33-ENM nats-io/nats.java #663 56k 1.578 48 591 2015
P34-ENO netflix/zuul #1265 26k 1.512 54 1.080 2013
P35-PDC nlpchina/elasticsearch-sql #1179 145k 1.010 30 250 2014
P36-PDM oblac/jodd #788 36k 5.364 57 267 2012
P37-N– open-metadata/

openmetadata
– 639k 7.322 176 7.347 2021

P38-ENC openhft/chronicle-queue #1115 41k 7.516 58 705 2013
P39-PND perwendel/spark #1257 12k 1.067 124 528 2011
P40-N– pwm-project/pwm – 186k 3.063 41 293 2015
P41-EDO qos-ch/logback #574 74k 4.451 113 644 2009
P42-PDM redis/jedis #3019 70k 2.269 188 1.680 2010
P43-N– redouane59/twittered – 47k 701 24 278 2020
P44-EDO rickfast/consul-client #461 11k 556 72 255 2014
P45-PDM rubenlagus/telegrambots #1070 33k 1.050 91 474 2016
P46-EDO spotify/dbeam #486 6k 821 14 645 2017
P47-ENC spring-projects/

spring-data-couchbase
#1461 40k 1.210 48 589 2013

P48-EDM synthetichealth/synthea #1082 1.015k 4.662 68 728 2016
P49-PDC teamnewpipe/

newpipeextractor
#850 155k 2.479 64 642 2017

P50-PDM wikidata/wikidata-toolkit #691 44k 1.891 28 553 2014
P51-PDC xerial/sqlite-jdbc #741 30k 1.521 110 383 2014
P52-EDM zsmartsystems/

com.zsmartsystems.zigbee
#1333 165k 1.180 29 1.080 2017

test we selected covered the most additional instructions.
This takes little effort, as the tests in each class are already
sorted according to their additional coverage contribution.
Understandability (P12-PNC, P15-PNM, P25-ENM, P26-
ENO, P28-PNO, P39-PND, P41-EDO, P46-EDO): In nine
projects, we selected tests based on their understandability,
as we expect an easy to understand test to more likely be
accepted. For this, three criteria emerged that we used in
conjunction: a) the coverage improvement is local to a few,
closely related methods, b) the connection from the test to
the additionally covered methods is clear from the methods
called in the test, and c) the test is small and simple.

On several occasions, we choose a candidate test because
we were curious about the developer’s reaction. In all these
cases, we still only considered tests we believe to be a
valuable contribution to the project. Non-valuable tests are
identified by the negative selection criteria discussed before.
Exception Test (P10-EDM, P17-EDC, P24-PNC, P30-EDM,
P34-ENO, P35-PDC, P38-ENC, P42-PDM, P51-PDC): In nine
projects, we selected a test that checks for an exception.
Could Be Considered Not Worth Testing (P7-EDM, P8-
PDM, P31-PDC, P36-PDM, P45-PDM, P52-EDM): In six
projects, the test was contributing coverage in methods that
developers could consider not valuable to test, such as a
complex setters, toString, or equals.
Documentation Mismatch (P27-ENM): In P27-ENM we
selected a test whose behavior did not match with the
documentation of the method under test.
Improve Assertion Manually (P33-ENM): For P33-ENM,

we were curious if we can improve an assertion that is not
checking the newly covered code.
Uncommonly Large Coverage Increase (P50-PDM): In P50-
PDM, one small method call lead to a lot of new coverage,
more than what we saw throughout the study.

Answer to RQ1.1: When selecting tests for the pull re-
quests, we mainly excluded coverage false positives, tests
with assertions that do not check the newly covered code,
or tests that check for unintended runtime exceptions.

5.3 RQ1.2: Which manual edits do we perform to im-
prove the tests before submission?
In this section we present the checklist that we created to
guide our manual editing step before opening pull requests.
Align Assertion Style (P4-EDM, P5-ENM, P7-EDM, P9-
EDM, P10-EDM, P17-EDC, P25-ENM, P26-ENO, P27-ENM,
P30-EDM, P33-ENM, P34-ENO, P38-ENC, P41-EDO, P44-
EDO, P47-ENC, P52-EDM): The edit we performed in the
largest number of projects (17) was to align the assertion
style with the other tests. Examples include: statically im-
porting assertEquals, and unifying the assertion frame-
work, e.g., transforming plain JUnit assertions to their Ham-
crest versions. DSpot did not remove Hamcrest assertions,
so we had to remove old, no longer matching assertions.
Remove Unnecessary Code (P2-EDC, P4-EDM, P5-ENM,
P7-EDM, P10-EDM, P26-ENO, P34-ENO, P38-ENC, P41-
EDO, P44-EDO, P47-ENC, P48-EDM, P52-EDM): The second

https://github.com/apache/commons-io/pull/358
https://github.com/apache/curator/pull/418
https://github.com/apache/guacamole-client/pull/731
https://github.com/apache/httpcomponents-core/pull/349
https://github.com/apache/unomi/pull/436
https://github.com/AuthMe/AuthMeReloaded/pull/2562
https://github.com/AxonFramework/AxonFramework/pull/2244
https://github.com/cloudbees-oss/zendesk-java-client/pull/480
https://github.com/decorators-squad/eo-yaml/pull/504
https://github.com/DigitalPebble/storm-crawler/pull/974
https://github.com/eclipse/lemminx/pull/1228
https://github.com/ff4j/ff4j/pull/571
https://github.com/gitlab4j/gitlab4j-api/pull/852
https://github.com/glyptodon/guacamole-client/pull/470
https://github.com/hyperledger/fabric-chaincode-java/pull/244
https://github.com/jqno/equalsverifier/pull/654
https://github.com/JSQLParser/JSqlParser/pull/1568
https://github.com/jtablesaw/tablesaw/pull/1124
https://github.com/lukas-krecan/JsonUnit/pull/530
https://github.com/maven-nar/nar-maven-plugin/pull/389
https://github.com/miso-lims/miso-lims/pull/2680
https://github.com/moquette-io/moquette/pull/680
https://github.com/nats-io/nats.java/pull/663
https://github.com/Netflix/zuul/pull/1265
https://github.com/NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql/pull/1179
https://github.com/oblac/jodd/pull/788
https://github.com/OpenHFT/Chronicle-Queue/pull/1115
https://github.com/perwendel/spark/pull/1257
https://github.com/qos-ch/logback/pull/574
https://github.com/redis/jedis/pull/3019
https://github.com/rickfast/consul-client/pull/461
https://github.com/rubenlagus/TelegramBots/pull/1070
https://github.com/spotify/dbeam/pull/486
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-data-couchbase/pull/1461
https://github.com/synthetichealth/synthea/pull/1082
https://github.com/TeamNewPipe/NewPipeExtractor/pull/850
https://github.com/Wikidata/Wikidata-Toolkit/pull/691
https://github.com/xerial/sqlite-jdbc/pull/741
https://github.com/zsmartsystems/com.zsmartsystems.zigbee/pull/1333
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most prevalent edit (13 projects) was to remove variables
and statements that were not relevant for the asserted
behavior of the amplified test. These are left over from
the original test, or temporary variables created by the test
amplification and missed during their intended removal.
In rare cases we also had to remove unnecessary casts or
parentheses, introduced by the test generation for safety.
Adapt To Match Other Edits (P5-ENM, P7-EDM, P18-ENC,
P21-EDM, P33-ENM): In five projects, we had to adapt the
description of the test to match our manual edits. In P5-
ENM we also adapted the test name and the expected value
of the assertion to match the behavior that changed during
our edits.
Apply IDE Recommendation (P2-EDC, P17-EDC, P52-
EDM): In three projects, IntelliJ proposed a simplification
through static analysis, e.g., reducing an always true condi-
tion.
Resolve Formatting and Linters (P8-PDM, P10-EDM, P26-
ENO, P46-EDO): The contribution guidelines of projects
sometimes state to apply auto-formatting (P8-PDM, P10-
EDM, P46-EDO) or resolve all linter warnings (P10-EDM)
before finalizing a pull request. In P26-ENO, we added line
breaks to long lines to improve the readability.
Change Test Name (P25-ENM, P34-ENO, P52-EDM): We
changed the test name to avoid duplication with existing
tests (P25-ENM, P52-EDM), or make the test name fit the
convention of the other test names in the class (P34-ENO).
Resolve Unrelated Amplified Change, Additional Cov-
erage or Generated Assertion (P5-ENM, P21-EDM, P33-
ENM): We encountered tests where the amplified change,
additional coverage, or generated assertion were unrelated.
In two cases, we changed the assertion to check the behavior
of the newly covered code (P21-EDM, P33-ENM). In P5-
ENM and P33-ENM the amplified change and the new
assertion provided additional coverage, but they were not
related to each other. We selected one test goal and adapted
the rest of the test.
Move Test (P1-EDC, P7-EDM, P10-EDM, P52-EDM): In two
cases (P1-EDC, P10-EDM), the object under test and the
additional coverage were not related to the test class of the
original test. We moved the tests to a better fitting class. In
two other projects (P7-EDM, P52-EDM), we added our tests
below other tests that were targeting the same method.
Simplify Literals (P7-EDM, P21-EDM, P46-EDO): For three
tests, we simplified literal values in the test setup. For
example, we removed extra clauses from a constructed SQL
query that were not relevant for the new test (P46-EDO).
Make Compile (P17-EDC, P25-ENM): In two projects, we
found parameters that no longer fit the signature of the
called method. We adapted them, e.g., by copying over
variable initializations from other tests (P25-ENM).

Answer to RQ1.2: When manually editing the amplified
tests, we most often aligned the assertions’ style to the
test class and removed code unnecessary for the test
scenario.

5.4 RQ2.1: Which changes are proposed during the
pull request discussion?
Here we present the changes discussed by the maintainers
on the pull requests with amplified tests, structured along
the categories that emerged from our analysis.
Code Style Conventions (P1-EDC, P8-PDM, P14-PDM,
P33-ENM, P42-PDM, P47-ENC, P50-PDM, P51-PDC): Most
frequently, the maintainers proposed changes to let the
code adhere to style conventions [53], [54], [55], [56]. This
regarded aligning the static import of assertion methods
(P1-EDC, P8-PDM, P14-PDM, P50-PDM) or used constants
(P42-PDM) to the rest of the class, adding a blank line at
the end of the file (P33-ENM), or listing our name among
the authors of the file in the comment block (P47-ENC),
resolving linter warnings (P1-EDC) to make the CI pass
(P51-PDC), or adhering to variable naming conventions (P1-
EDC). While these seem like conventions of the project, they
were not explicitly stated in the contribution guidelines we
examined before each pull request.
Remove Unnecessary Code (P12-PNC, P14-PDM, P49-PDC,
P50-PDM): The next most frequently discussed change was
removing unnecessary code. Three maintainers pointed to
unused variables (P12-PNC, P49-PDC, P50-PDM). The test
in P14-PDM saved the return value of a relevant method call
in an unused variable. In P12-PNC the maintainer criticized
a statement that had no impact on the test result, and in
P49-PDC the reviewer pointed to unnecessary parentheses.
Change Test Name (P4-EDM, P8-PDM, P10-EDM, P14-
PDM): In four pull requests the reviewers suggested chang-
ing the test name. The proposed names described the sce-
nario of the method calls in the test (P4-EDM, P8-PDM,
P10-EDM), or the exception expected by the assertion (P14-
PDM). For P10-EDM, the maintainer explained their naming
convention: “all test names should follow the pattern xDoes-
Something”.
Practice Defensive Programming (P1-EDC, P4-EDM, P49-
PDC): Over three projects we got five proposals related to
defensive programming. The maintainer of P49-PDC sug-
gested to not check for the complete message of an excep-
tion, which could fail if the code under test is refactored. The
same reviewer asked to use interfaces instead of concrete
implementations and to set variables as final where possible.
The review of P4-EDM proposed to assert the return value
of an intermediate call. The reviewer of P1-EDC advised to
use the specialized try-with-resources when writing to an
InputStream within a try environment.
Simplify Setup (P1-EDC, P8-PDM, P10-EDM, P14-PDM):
The maintainers of four projects proposed to simplify the
test setup. For example, in P8-PDM, we replaced a multiple
times modified object with a fitting default instance. The
reviewer of P14-PDM recognized that another call than
one under test could throw the expected exception and
proposed a change to avoid the tests passing because of the
earlier thrown exception.
Choose More Powerful Assertion (P8-PDM, P10-EDM, P49-
PDC): Three maintainers pointed to the benefit of using a
stronger assertion method. For example, in P8-PDM they
endorsed a change from assertFalse(...equals()) to
assertNotEquals(..).
Merge or Extend Test (P3-PDC, P42-PDM, P48-EDM): Three
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projects discussed merging the contributed test with other
tests for the same method. P3-PDC and P42-PDM pointed
to moving the assertion to an existing test. The maintainer
for P48-EDM proposed to add an assertion to test a second
scenario in the method under test and was open to keep
both in the same test or split them up into two unit tests.
Use Meaningful Scenario (P7-EDM, P25-ENM, P47-ENC):
Three maintainers proposed changing the test setup to a
more meaningful scenario. For example, the test for P25-
ENM used default initializations for SQL queries. The re-
viewer of P25-ENM criticized that the queries were not
meaningful, and asked to “craft an actual valid expression.”
Move Test (P12-PNC, P50-PDM, P47-ENC): Three reviews
asked to move the test to another class as it tested a different
object than the original test modified by the amplification.
Change Assertion Message (P42-PDM, P30-EDM): The
maintainers of P42-PDM and P30-EDM both proposed to
change the assertion message to explain why the code
throws the exception that is expected by the test case.
Move Test Data (P1-EDC): For P1-EDC we moved the
amplified test to another class, including globally defined
test data. The maintainer asked us to move the test data into
the test itself, as it was the only test using the data.
Test All Scenarios (P48-EDM): In P48-EDM the reviewer
proposed to add a second assertion, to let the resulting test
check for both the succeeding and failing scenario.

Answer to RQ2.1: The majority of changes proposed dur-
ing the pull request reviews were focused on adhering to
code style conventions and removing unnecessary code.

Fig. 6 looks closer at the connection between whether we
manually edited a test and whether changes were proposed
during the review. We observe that for both edited and not
edited tests the maintainers were more often proposing
changes than not. Three tests without edits were merged
without any further changes, while in six projects the pull
requests were closed even when changes were discussed.
The latter happened, e.g., because through the discussion it
became clear that the test is redundant to existing tests (P1-
EDC), or the maintainers provided feedback on the code
even though they already concluded to not accept the test
(P49-PDC).

Edited: 18 Changes Proposed: 17 Merged: 19

No Changes Proposed: 15 Closed: 13Not Edited: 14

Fig. 6: Flow of editing tests, changes proposed during the
pull request and pull request outcome.

5.5 RQ2.2: What kind of information is requested by the
maintainers during the pull request discussion?
Next to proposing changes, the maintainers also requested
different kinds of information during the discussions:
Purpose of the Pull Request / Test (P3-PDC, P12-PNC,
P25-ENM, P27-ENM): Four reviewers asked to explain the
purpose of the pull request or the test, such as “I’m unsure

what issue this is targeting at resolving” (P3-PDC), or “what
problem exactly will this PR solve?” (P25-ENM).
Added Value (P2-EDC, P25-ENM, P27-ENM, P51-PDC): In
four cases, we were asked about the added value that the
test is providing.
Coverage Increase (P1-EDC): One maintainer included a
coverage tool, checking the coverage increased.
Description about the Test (P33-ENM): For P33-ENM we
did not include the textual description at first, but we were
asked to add a description about our test into the pull
request.
Contribution Compared to Existing Tests (P1-EDC): The
maintainer of P1-EDC asked what our test checks in com-
parison to existing tests for the same method.
Curiosity (P7-EDM, P14-PDM, P24-PNC, P50-PDM): Three
reviewers asked questions out of curiosity, such as “how
[our tool] generated the parameter input” (P7-EDM), which
IDE and formatter we used (P14-PDM), and how we came to
writing a test for this specific method (P24-PNC, P50-PDM).

Fig. 7 presents a closer analysis of the relationship be-
tween whether we provided a description in the initial pull
request (such as in Fig. 5) and whether additional infor-
mation was requested by the reviewers (excluding curious
questions). We can see that questions appeared just as often
whether we provided the generated description or not (4
projects each), and two pull requests without description
were merged without requests for more information. In con-
trast, curious questions on the details of our process were
mainly asked for pull requests with a description. When
we provided a description, giving additional information
never lead to a merged pull request (4 projects), while the
majority of pull requests with a description were merged
without further requests for clarification (14 projects).

Description Provided: 22 No Information Requested: 24
Merged: 19

Closed: 13
Information Requested: 8No Description Provided: 10

Fig. 7: Flow of description provided, information requested
during the pull request and pull request outcome.

Answer to RQ2.2: The maintainers mostly asked for
more information regarding the purpose and value of the
contributed test.

5.6 RQ2.3: How do the maintainers justify their judg-
ment over the amplified tests during the pull request
discussion?
Another aspect we analyzed were the reasons that reviewers
accepted or rejected our pull requests.
Completeness of Contribution (P3-PDC, P5-ENM, P31-
PDC, P47-ENC, P49-PDC): Three reviews pointed out that
the contribution was not complete enough. This was be-
cause all possible outcomes of a method should be tested
(P31-PDC, P49-PDC), only a more comprehensive set of
changes would be worth merging (P3-PDC), or an issue
tracker entry (P5-ENM) needs to exist, and a discussion
should happen before including a patch (P3-PDC).
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Would Not Test (P2-EDC, P9-EDM, P49-PDC, P51-PDC):
Three maintainers pointed out that the test was targeting
methods they would not test, such as simple methods (P2-
EDC, P49-PDC), classes taken from libraries (P51-PDC), or
toString as it is used for debugging only (P9-EDM).
Test Untested Scenarios (P1-EDC, P9-EDM, P24-PNC, P27-
ENM, P52-EDM): It was important to the reviewers that the
proposed tests were testing yet untested scenarios. In P52-
EDM and P9-EDM this was the rationale to merge the pull
request, in P1-EDC and P24-PNC this was the reason to close
the pull requests as the maintainers found other tests for the
same scenarios. The reviewer of P27-ENM pointed out that
“ideally there should be some intention behind each test.”
Clear Test Scenario (P25-ENM, P27-ENM, P38-ENC): Three
maintainers mentioned a meaningful scenario (P25-ENM)
and clarity about what the test is testing (P27-ENM, P38-
ENC).
Code Quality (P1-EDC, P31-PDC:) The reviewer of P1-
EDC pointed out that the code should pass the linter. The
maintainer of P31-PDC criticized that some code in the test
is irrelevant for the method under test.

In several cases, we have no indication of the rationale
for accepting or rejecting the pull request: Four projects
merged (P15-PNM, P21-EDM, P36-PDM, P45-PDM) and
two closed (P35-PDC, P17-EDC) our pull request without
any comment.

Answer to RQ2.3: When verbalizing a rationale for their
judgment on the amplified tests, the project maintainers
mentioned the need for a comprehensive contribution of
tests for meaningful, untested scenarios.

6 DISCUSSION

In the previous section, we reported on the selection and
manual edits we conducted before submitting the tests in
pull requests, as well as the reactions of the maintainers
concerning proposed changes, requested information, and
rationale for their decisions to accept or reject the pro-
posed tests. To connect our observations, we summarize
the guidelines for developers to select and edit amplified
tests in Table 2. Further in this section, we discuss the
implications of our findings for developers that consider
using developer-centric test amplification, and for test am-
plification researchers and tool designers. We also present
threats to the validity of our study.

6.1 Guidelines for Developers to Select and Edit Ampli-
fied Tests
A strong take-away from our study is that the tests cre-
ated by state-of-the-art test amplification tools still needed
selection and editing efforts before they are incorporated
into a maintained test suite. To summarize and connect
the observations we made for our five research questions,
we present guidelines for developers on what aspects they
should consider when reviewing an amplified test. Here,
selection and editing are put together and the decision
which action to take is left to the developer. If an issue is too
large, or it it is unclear how to resolve it, the developer might
choose to exclude the test entirely. If they see an easy change

to address the issue, they might choose to edit the test and
include it in their maintained test suite. Table 2 gives an
overview and explanation of each of our guidelines, as well
as the observations from our study that it is based on.

We recommend, that a developer using developer-
centric test amplification, should review each test individ-
ually and consider whether:

• the newly covered code is indeed not yet covered by
any other test,

• the newly covered code or scenario is relevant to be
tested in their maintained test suite,

• the test only contains code necessary for its behavior or
understandability,

• the assertion in the test validates the behavior of the
newly covered code,

• the test behavior and its impact on the test suite is
understandable to them and their colleagues,

• the code style is adequate and adheres to their coding
guidelines,

• the test is at an appropriate location and whether it
should be merged or extended with another test.

6.2 Relation to existing Literature
Several of the edits to amplified tests we observed in our
study are related to existing knowledge about high-quality
tests and shortcomings in automatically generated tests.
This section illustrates how each of our guidelines is sup-
ported by existing literature. However, to our knowledge,
there is no research looking at what changes developers
concretely make to generated or amplified tests before in-
cluding them in a test suite.

6.2.1 Valid Coverage Improvement
Our first guideline is that the targeted code should not be
covered by another test that might not have been considered
by the coverage data used by the test amplification process.
We observed something similar in an industrial study where
developers considered code that was accounted for in other
quality assurance practices or test suites to be not as relevant
to test with a regression test [57]. In the concrete cases,
the code blocks were covered by fuzzing, so the develop-
ers might have seen this robustness testing as sufficient.
While improving an engineering goal such as coverage or
mutation score is at the heart of the definition of test ampli-
fication [20], we see in this study that in practice we cannot
always rely on the coverage data that test amplification tools
use. This data might exclude other tests, higher-level test
suites or other quality assurance practices.

6.2.2 Tests Relevant Code/Scenario in Project
When testing software, developers need to decide which
code is worth testing with automated tests [58]. In other
studies we conducted, we observed that not all code is
relevant for developers to cover with regression tests [23],
[57]. This is in line with the common recommendation to not
aim for 100% code coverage [59], [60]. In interviews with
developers, Kochhar et al. found that the judgment what
to test is subjective, as participants disagreed whether it is
useful to test simple things [40]. There can also be behaviors
of code that should not be tested. Galindo-Guiterrez et al.
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Concern in
Amplified Test

Connected Codes / Observations (Source RQ) Explanation

Valid Coverage
Improvement

Test Untested Scenarios (2.3) Check that the targeted code is not
tested by another test
(which might not be considered by am-
plification tool or coverage data)

Added Value, Coverage Increase, Contribution Compared to Existing Tests (2.2)
Coverage False Positive (1.1)

Tests Relevant
Code/Scenario
in Project

Use Meaningful Scenario (2.1) Check that the new coverage provided
by the test covers code that is relevant
to test with your test suite

Would Not Test (2.3)
No Explicitly Thrown Exception (1.1)

Only Necessary
Code

Change Unrelated to Assertion or New Coverage (1.1) Check that all code in the test is
relevant for the test’s execution
or understandability

Remove Unnecessary Code (1.2, 2.1)
Resolve Unrelated Amplified Change, Additional Coverage or Generated As-
sertion (1.2)

Checks Behav-
ior of Newly
Covered Code

Assertion Unrelated to New Coverage (1.1) Check that the assertion of the test actu-
ally validates the behavior of the addi-
tionally covered code

Resolve Unrelated Amplified Change, Additional Coverage or Generated As-
sertion (1.2)

Test Scenario
and Impact are
Understand-
able

Readability and Understandability (1.1)

Check that you can / your colleagues
could understand the test and what it is
testing

Simplify Literals (1.2)
Simplify Setup (2.1)
Change Assertion Message (2.1)
Unclear Connection between Test and Additional Coverage (1.1)
Clear Test Scenario (2.3)
Change Test Name (1.2, 2.1)

Good Code
Style, Adhering
to Guidelines

Code Style Conventions (2.1)

Check that the code is well written and
adheres to your guidelines

Align Assertion Style (1.2)
Apply IDE Recommendation (1.2)
Resolve Formatting and Linters (1.2)
Change Test Name (1.2, 2.1)
Practice Defensive Programming (2.1)
Choose More Powerful Assertion (2.1)
Code Quality (2.3)

Appropriate
Scope and
Location

Move Test (1.2, 2.1) Check that the test is at an appropri-
ate location and has the right granular-
ity (move/merge/extend with other test
otherwise)

Merge or Extend Test (2.1)
Change Test Name (1.2, 2.1)
Move Test Data (2.1)
Test All Scenarios (2.1)

TABLE 2: Guidelines to select and edit amplified tests

identified checking for NullPointerExceptions that are
not explicitly thrown in the code under test as an undesir-
able behavior of EvoSuite-generated tests.

6.2.3 Only Necessary Code
Our third guideline recommends removing all code that is
not necessary for the execution of the test. This code might
be left over from the original test that was amplified or no
longer needed after other changes to the test. Similarly, the
test smell “General Fixture” [61] is based on unnecessary
code in test setup methdos, and unnecessary code is also
a problem in production code [62]. Panichella et al. [63]
propose to use optimization heuristics like purification [64],
carving [65] or slicing [66] to improve generated tests by
focussing them on one, semantically coherent scenario.

6.2.4 Checks Behavior of Newly Covered Code
Our next guideline concerns the assertions of the amplified
tests, which should check the behavior of the newly covered
code. It is well known that structural coverage can give an
indication whether a test suite is bad, but does not indicate
error detection and prevention strength [40], [67], [68]. The
ability to reveal faults in the targeted production code is a
criterion in Grano et al.’s quality factors for unit tests [69].
A miss-match between the act and assert phase of a test was
one of the quality issues Galindo-Gutierrez et al. detected in

tests generated by EvoSuite [70]. To address these issues, we
could employ more refined metrics to select the amplified
tests, such as checked coverage [71], oracle adequacy [72],
or mutation score [73]. However, one must way the trade-
offs reagarding runtime, because such stronger metrics are
generally more expensive to compute [74]. For mutation
score, limiting the mutants to relevant lines [75], i.e., the
additionally covered lines, could be an option to speed up
computation. On the other hand, Zhang et al. [67] found that
human-written assertions are stronger at detecting seeded
faults than assertions generated by the tool Randoop [76].

6.2.5 Test Scenario and Impact are Understandable
The understandability of tests, or lack thereof, is mentioned
in several user-involving studies on automatic test genera-
tion [16], [18], [24]. Code reviewers are concerned with the
understandability of test that are contributed [77]. The un-
derstandability of a test is impacted by test names [17], [43],
[78], variable identifiers [41], [79], [80], meaningful com-
ments or summaries [18], [41], and the test data [81], [82],
[83], [84], [85]. Lin et al. showed that the quality of identifier
names is low in manually written and especially automat-
ically generated tests [79]. The concern with readability of
generated tests is a central motivation for the development
of language model based test generation approaches [86],
[87]. However, it was also shown that the judgment how
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readable a test is differs per developer [85], and that experi-
ence influences the test comprehension process [82]. Daka et
al. observed that developer-given test names could contain
abstract knowledge about the test intent or scenarios, which
was not the case for their generated names that focused on
covered methods and asserted values [17].

6.2.6 Good Code Style, Adhering to Guidelines
Our guideline to ensure that the amplified tests have a
good code style and adhere to the coding guidelines of a
project, can also be observed in more general code review
practices that require consistency of code style [88], [89].
Specifically for assertions, Zamprogno et al. found that
developers prefer assertion statements that are consistent
with the code style of the test suite [90]. While explicit
guidelines on how to contribute to open source projects are
more and more common [91], these documents often do not
sufficiently reflect the whole process [92], [93] and especially
lack information about not automatically checkable guide-
lines [94].

6.2.7 Appropriate Scope and Location
The final guideline in our list is to ensure that an amplified
test has an appropriate scope and is in the right location
within the code base. A too large scope, i.e., too much tested
in one method, can be the test smell “Eager Test” [61] or a
sign of lacking semantic coherence [63]. It also can make the
test long, which negatively impacts understandability [40],
[80]. Existing literature recommends that test code should
be well-modularized and structured [40], [81]. Duplication
of test setups over multiple tests is an indication of code
clones hindering the maintainability of test code [70], which
can be the motivation to merge an amplified test with an
existing test from the test suite.

6.3 Implications for Practitioners
In this paper, we characterized the selection and editing
steps developers are likely to conduct before incorporating
amplified tests into their maintained test suite. For software
developers and project managers, our results can be the
basis to take an informed decision on whether to adopt
developer-centric test amplification, by providing a realis-
tic view on the kind of adjustments required by developers.
We divide these efforts into two groups: (1) actions that
could be automated by customizing the test amplification
to a project, and (2) actions that highly benefit from the
developer’s comprehension.

To the first category, we count the coverage false posi-
tives, additional coverage in not-test-worthy methods, ad-
hering to code style guidelines, and using defensive pro-
gramming constructs. If a software developer applies test
amplification out of the box, without any further customiza-
tion, they would run into these issues, such as we did
during our study. However, if the project would commit
to a longer use and invest the time in configuring and
customizing the amplification tool for their project, such
efforts can potentially be automated.

The other set of efforts require the software developers to
understand the amplified test—which they aim for already
before accepting the test. These efforts are about changing

the scenario of the test to be simpler or more meaningful,
removing left over code, moving or merging the test, or
adding a clearer test name. With these, the test becomes
easier to understand, therefore easier to maintain and more
helpful when trying to locate the fault when the test fails.
These changes have a large impact on the quality of the
resulting test, addressing commonly observed shortcomings
of automatically generated tests [16], [24], [80].

6.4 Implications for Researchers and Tool Designers
Previous user studies on test generation and amplification
have shown that software developers find it important to
understand the produced tests [10], [16], [23]. Understand-
ing the tests was also necessary for us when selecting and
editing the amplified tests, just as for the maintainers, who
asked for additional clarification when the test or the pull
request description were not clear enough. During this
study, we elicited several adjustments to amplified tests
that require an understanding of the behavior of the test.
We conjecture, that such edits are much easier for devel-
opers to perform than for an automated tool. The next
step for researchers would be to investigate whether test
amplification collaborating with the developer for changes
that require understanding is an effective alternative to
automating them.

Because understanding is a prerequisite for the devel-
oper’s manual edits, we conjecture that it is crucial for
developer-centric test amplification tools to provide the
information that developers need to understand and mod-
ify the amplified tests. As we saw in Section 5.5, the de-
scriptions we generate are one component that contributes
here, pointing to the amplified changes and the additionally
provided coverage. However, throughout our study we
experienced that further information support is necessary.
For example, visually connecting the methods called in the
test with the additional coverage could help developers un-
derstand how the amplified test provides this coverage [95].
Developers would also benefit from knowing which other
tests cover the same method [18], [96], to determine the
difference to these tests, or to validate if all scenarios of a
method are tested. When we performed changes to the test
scenario, we were at times not sure whether the coverage
reported by the test amplification tool is still provided. We
hypothesize that a close integration of test amplification
and manual editing would let the developer verify their
changes in the terms of the test amplification tool.

While we plead to leverage the developer’s understand-
ing and expertise to collaboratively produce valuable tests,
our results also point to possible improvements of the
automatic amplification process. During our selection we
encountered tests where the generated assertion was not
checking the behavior of the newly covered code. One could
apply local mutation analysis to verify that an assertion
is really checking the additionally covered code, similar to
Ma et al.’s commit-aware mutation testing [75]. This means
applying mutations only to the newly covered code and
evaluating whether they cause the amplified test to fail. This
approach would have a better performance than selecting
amplified tests on mutation score directly, and we could still
use the more widely understood instruction coverage when
communicating the value of a test to the developer [97].
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We encountered amplified tests that are based on com-
plex, manually written tests whereas their tested scenario
did not need this complexity. We propose to improve test
amplification by smartly selecting the original test to
modify, starting from simple tests and continuing to more
complex ones. This way, the simple cases that can be tested
through test amplification are caught with simple original
tests, and the more complex original tests are only used if
the amplification covers scenarios that need this complexity.

In the edits we conducted ourselves, as well as the ones
proposed by maintainers, we moved tests to other classes,
because the test target of the amplified test was no longer the
same as the target of the original test. Clearly identifying
the target of an amplified test would empower amplifica-
tion tools to propose a better location for the produced test,
and to communicate the intended impact of the amplified
test clearer to the developer. From our observations, the
tests were moved to test classes that are related to the
additionally covered methods, or related to the methods
directly called in the test.

6.5 Threats to Validity
There are several threats to the validity of our results:

6.5.1 Reliability of Results
To ensure the consistency and reliability of our qualita-
tive analysis’ findings, the first two authors revised the
emergent codes throughout discussions until they reached
a negotiated agreement [49]. We also employed constant
comparison [51], whereby each interpretation and finding
is compared with existing findings as it emerges from the
data analysis to increase the construct validity. Especially
for the manual selection and edits we conducted ourselves
(adressing RQ1), the background of the researchers might
have influenced which issues we identified in the amplified
tests. Present are the threats of confirmation bias and exper-
imenter bias, where our previous experience of issues with
amplified tests leads to us overly focussing on these issues.
Independent evaluators with a different background with
regards to test generation might have identified other issues.
Even when considering the presence of these biases, we
deemed the manual selection and editing necessary to avoid
antagonizing the open source maintainers by submitting
tests that are clearly not ready to be merged. To mitigate
the impact of our background, we carefully structured and
documented our selection and editing process through the
checklists that form the answers to RQ1.1 and RQ1.2 and
invite other researchers and software engineering practition-
ers to replicate our study and compare their findings.

6.5.2 Construct Validity
The deficiencies we observed in the amplified tests are
closely related to the current state of the test amplification
tool DSpot. It is the state-of-the-art for test amplification
in Java, and the archetypical implementation of test am-
plification that other tools are based on [32], [98], [99].
Still, the selection and edit efforts will change when the
automation improves in the future. If efforts we observed
are automated, developers might be willing to make new
kinds of changes to improve the amplified tests. Because

we manually selected the amplified tests to submit in pull
requests and edited half of them to improve their quality
before submitting, the results to RQ2 do not directly reflect
current amplified tests, but rather what test amplification
might be capable of in the future. To mitigate this, we
carefully document and report the selection and editing
checklists we used in the answers to RQ1 and pull our take-
away recommendations on both our manual efforts and the
maintainers’ feedback in the pull request discussions.

6.5.3 Participant Bias
We did not reveal that the tests were at least partially au-
tomatically generated, and the maintainers’ feedback might
change if they were aware of this. The maintainers could
also face a social desirability bias, answering in a way that
they expect us or their surroundings to prefer. To mitigate
this we did not reveal our exact research questions to them,
and conducted the study in their familiar environment of
pull request discussions.

6.5.4 Internal Validity
In most of the pull request discussions the maintainers did
not communicate their rationale for accepting or rejecting
the pull request. We hypothesize that such a judgment is
based on a plethora of factors, e.g., the code quality or
the coverage contribution. As visible in Table 1, our study
includes a diverse set of projects, whose individual size,
contributors, or general interaction with pull requests, might
influence the acceptance of a pull request. To mitigate the
threat of inferring too much from the pull request outcome,
we focused our analysis on the concrete discussion com-
ments from the project maintainers.

6.5.5 Generalizability
The threat of internal generalizability concerns whether the
sampled study objects are representative of our population
of interest: open-source Java projects. We only considered
projects where DSpot did not fail during execution, and
produced amplified tests within 30 minutes. Other software
projects might need a considerably higher up-front effort
to adapt the test amplification tool before they can apply
it and show a different set of deficiencies in the produced
tests. Projects that need more than 30 minutes to build
or use external tools that cannot be set up with DSpot’s
plain Maven or Gradle support, might show a unique set
of selection criteria and change wishes from the developers.
To mitigate this threat, we focus on providing an overview
of the possible selection and change efforts that developers
can encounter. While we specify how often each of them
occurred in our study, we refrain from hypothesizing how
likely they would appear in any project.

With respect to external generalizability and external
validity, we acknowledge the need for replication studies
with other programming languages, test frameworks or
project settings. The feedback from maintainers of less active
projects could differ, and industrial projects could have
different requirements for automated tests.

7 RELATED WORK

In another open source contribution study [25], Danglot et
al. showed that DSpot is able to provide valuable additions
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to existing test suites by amplifying tests. They amplified
40 test classes of 10 projects and opened 19 pull requests of
which 13 were accepted. Compared to their study, we focus
on comprehensively documenting which kind of manual
adjustments are necessary before submitting an amplified
test, conduct our study on a larger number of repositories
and pull requests, and present a detailed analysis of the
feedback from the open source maintainers. We previously
conducted an exploratory study evaluating an IntelliJ plugin
to facilitate developer-centric test amplification from within
the developer’s IDE [23]. While we gathered a broad variety
of feedback through interviews with developers, this work
focuses on the concrete changes that maintainers and code
owners would make to the amplified tests, independently
of IDE tooling.

There have been several studies of search-based test
generation with EvoSuite that involved users [10], [16], [24].
Our findings corroborate several results from these studies,
such as the importance of readability for the developers [16],
[24], that the quality of a test is strongly connected to
how easy it is to elicit its behavior [24], and a diversity of
preferences for tests between different developers [24]. Daka
et al. [80] established identifiers, line length and constructor
and method calls as important features of the readability of
a test. We go further into analyzing what a developer would
change to obtain a satisfactory test from a, potentially less
readable, generated one. Similar to us, Almasi et al. [16]
asked the participants of their industrial case study what
they would change in the generated tests to keep them.
Our findings corroborate their results that developers would
change the test data, or scenario, and the assertions to more
meaningful ones. In contrast to their study, our open source
contribution study spreads over a larger variety of projects.
We point to a greater diversity of concrete changes that were
important to the projects we contributed to, such as aligning
with code style conventions, or moving and merging tests.

In a large-scale, manual study of EvoSuite generated
tests, Galindo-Gutierrez et al. [70] identified 13 new quality
issues in automatically generated test cases, which are not
covered by the previous definitions of test smells [61], [63],
[100]. While our study is based on a different test generation
approach and tool, several of their quality issues coincide
with the deficiencies we observe in DSpot amplified tests,
and which we recommend developers to consider when se-
lecting and editing amplified tests. They name three quality
issues concerning a mismatch between the act and assert
sections of the test case, which correspond to our observa-
tions of unrelated amplified change, additional coverage or
generated assertion (RQ1). Our filter criterion “No Explic-
itly Thrown Exception” is also present in their list of quality
issues. A set of their collected issues does not apply to the
approach of test amplification, where one test is generated
and then integrated into an existing test suite. These issues
concern code and test scenarios that are redundant between
the many tests EvoSuite generates, or violate the stricter
unit testing paradigm aimed at by EvoSuite, i.e., only testing
behavior directly in the class under test.

Incorporating the developer’s expertise into the test am-
plification process, is also central in interactive search-based
test generation [101], [102], [103]. In contrast to this field,
we do not ask the developer to provide specific types of

judgments to improve the search process, but instead they
customize the amplified test to its final state for their test
suite.

Several previous works investigated generating descrip-
tions for automatically generated [18], [41], [104] and man-
ually written tests [105], [106] and have shown that these
descriptions help developers understand the tests [18], [41],
[106]. Similar to us, these approaches leverage the called and
covered methods to describe the intention of the test case.
Our description is specialized for amplified tests, focussing
on the amplified change and new assertion, while referring
to the original test, leading to a shorter description.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we manually analyzed the amplified tests of 52
projects, and discussed them through 39 pull requests with
their open source maintainers. In a nutshell, we contribute:

• Insights into the selection and manual editing we per-
formed to prepare the amplified tests for a pull request.

• Insights into the proposed changes, requested informa-
tion and judgment of open source maintainers towards
developer-centric amplified tests.

• Improvements to the test suites of 19 open source
projects through our accepted pull requests.

Throughout the whole study we repeatedly observed that
amplified tests need to be understood by developers before
they consider including the tests into their maintained test
suite. This understanding was also the basis for several
kinds of edits we made and changes that were proposed
by the maintainers, opening up a fundamental question for
researchers working on developer-centric test amplification:

Should we focus on further automating test amplification
or focus on supporting developers in understanding the
amplified tests, leaving some edits to them?

Therefore, the next steps in this line of research are to
investigate this tradeoff and to develop tools that support
developers with information and actionable recommenda-
tions while editing amplified tests. Further, we want to im-
prove the state-of-the-art of test amplification by automating
the now manual efforts and by sharpening the quality of
the amplified tests through local mutation analysis. We
encourage researchers to validate whether our results hold
for other programming languages and test generation tools.
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